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Facts

• There are about 7000 known living languages 
in the world.

• 90% of them are likely to go extinct or become 
seriously threatened in the next 100 years 
(Krauss, 1992).

• We know very little about most of these 
languages.
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Motivation: computational linguistics

• For a particular language, we want to build

– a Part-of-speech tagger and a parser

• Common approach: trained on a treebank

– a MT system

• Common approach: trained on parallel data

• The common approaches would not work for 

resource-poor languages (RPLs).



Does this exist in any language? 

• Ex: Mary bought   a book and a laptop.

• Can the conjoined NP be separated?

– Ex: (??) Mary a book bought and a laptop

– English

– Chinese

– Japanese

– ….

– Yaqui

– …
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An example in Yaqui 

Inepo  kow-ta               bwuise-k         into    mis-ta

1SG   pig-NNOM.SG   grasp-PST      and  cat-NNOM.SG 

I caught the pig and the cat

(Martínez-Fabián, 2006)

How to find such examples?

Are the two NPs truly conjoined? 

e.g., “I caught the pig ….  And/as well as the cat.”
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Motivation: Linguistics

• Is this construction (e.g., discontinuous conjoined 
NPs) allowed in any language? 

• For a particular language (e.g., Yaqui), 

– What is the basic word order: SVO, SOV, VSO, ….?

– Does the language have determiners? 

– ….

We want to know the answers for thousands of languages.
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Main ideas

• Taking advantage of the large body of linguistic data on the 

Web 

– Linguistic data: Interlinear glossed text (IGT)

– Crawling the Web to build a database of IGT data

• Projecting structures from a resource-rich language (e.g., 

English) to resource-poor languages (RPLs).

– Improving projection quality by the acquired knowledge about RPLs

– Applying machine learning methods to handle the noise introduced by  

the projection
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An IGT example

Rhoddodd  yr    athro     lyfr    i’r       bacjgem ddoe

Gave-3sg the   teacher book  to-the  boy        yesterday

The teacher gave a book to the boy yesterday

(Welsh language, from Bailyn, 2001)

 build ODIN 

(Online Database of INterlinear glossed text)
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Outline

• Motivation

• Building ODIN

• Using ODIN

• Conclusion and future directions
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Building ODIN

• Crawling the Web for documents that contain 

IGT

• IGT detection

• Language ID
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A  linguistic document

Reconsidering structural case in Finnish

Dieter Wunderlich

This paper is a response to Kiparsky (2000), who convincingly argues that the 

complex case marking in Finnish can  …

…..   The genitive is also blocked in the imperative construction, shown in (1b), 

as well as in the passive….

(1)   a. Tuo-n häne-t             /  karhu-n   /    karhu-t  /    karhu-j-a.

bring-1  sg (s)he-ACC /  bear-GEN  /  bear-pl.NOM  /  bear-pl-PART

`I'll bring him/her / a/the  bear/ the bears / bears'

b. Tuo    häne-t /     karhu           /   karhu-t /        karhu-j-a.

bring   (s)he-ACC / bear-NOM /   bear-pl.NOM / bear-pl-PART

`Bring him/her / a/the bear / the bears / bears!’

On the basis of the fact that bounded ….
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Crawling the Web

• Intuition: to crawl linguistic documents that are likely to contain IGT

• Query terms
– Grams: e.g., -NOM (nominative) , -ACC (accusative)

– Language names and language codes: e.g., Finnish, Malagasy
• Drawn from the Ethnologue database (Gordon, 2005)

– Linguists’ names and the languages that they work on: e.g., Kiparsky
• Drawn from the Linguist List’s linguist database (linguistlist.org)

• Try  different combinations of terms from these categories:
– Ex:  NOM+ACC+Finnish
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Results based on the top 100 queries for each type 

 “Both grams and language names” work the best.
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IGT detection

• Difficulty in IGT detection
– When appearing in a group, some IGT instances often drop the 

translation or gloss lines.

 two-part IGT

– Long IGT examples are often wrapped multiple times.

– Additional levels of annotation and structure in an IGT instance

 four-part IGT

– Pdf-to-text conversion often introduces noise

…
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An example

[DP [D0 Ku] [AGRP [Adj ketaran] AGR0 [NP namwu]]]

a.

the             big               tree

(Kim, 1997)

Two-part   IGT

Pdf-to-txt conversion noise

Extra annotations and structure
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RegEx approach

• Ex:

\s*\(\d+\).*

.+

\s*[\`|\``|\“].+[\’|\’’|\”].*

(1)  ….

….

“        ”
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Applying machine learning 

methods to IGT detection
• Treat it as a sequence labeling problem.

• Label each line in a document with one of the five tags: (an 
extension of the BIO scheme)
– BL: a blank line

– B: the 1st line in an IGT

– I: inside an IGT that is not a BL

– E: the last line in an IGT

– O: outside IGT that is not a BL

• Convert a tag sequence into IGT sequences by simple 
heuristics: 
– Ex: Any “B [I | BL]* E” sequence is treated as an IGT instance.
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Features

• F1: the words that appear on the current line.

• F2: 16 features that look at various cues:
– Ex: whether the line contains an example number

• F3:  the tags of the previous two lines

• F4:  the same as F2 features, but checked against the 
neighboring lines
– Ex:          whether the next line contains an example 

number. 
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Data sets

Evaluation measures:

• Exact match: the spans match exactly

• Partial match: the spans overlap
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Performance on the dev set
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Performance on the test data
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Language ID

• Different from a typical language ID task:
– The large number of languages: 1000 or more

– New languages in the test data

– Test instances are very short: only a few words

– Character encoding scheme is less informative

• Ex: Cavnar and Trenkle’s N-gram-based 
algorithm (1994) 
– 99.8% when tested on newsgroup articles in 8 

languages

– 50.2%  on the IGT data
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Language ID (cont)

• The context provides important cues.

• Ex: 65.6% with hand-written heuristic rules when 

using the context cues

• We are currently working on several approaches to 

improve performance.
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The current size of ODIN
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Outline

• Motivation

• Building ODIN

• Using ODIN

• Conclusion and future directions
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Using ODIN

• Bootstrapping  NLP  tools

• Answering typological  questions

• Linguistic search
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Structural projection

• Previous work

– (Yarowsky & Ngai, 2001): POS tags and NP boundaries

– (Xi & Hwa, 2005): POS tags

– (Hwa et al., 2002):  dependency structures 

– (Quirk et al., 2005): dependency structures

• Our work:

– Projecting both dependency structures (DS) and phrase structures (PS)

– It does not require a large amount of parallel data or hand-aligned data.

– It can be applied to hundreds of languages.
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The goal

• Original IGT: three parts

– Target line

– Gloss line 

– Translation line 

• Enriched IGT:

– English phrase structure (PS), dependency structure (DS)

– Word alignment between the target  and English translation

– Target PS and DS
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Enriching IGT 

(Xia and Lewis, NAACL-2007)

• Major steps:

– Parse the English translation

– Align  the English translation and target line via gloss line

– Project  dependency structure and phrase structure from 
English to the target line
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Sample IGT Instance

Rhoddodd  yr    athro     lyfr     i’r        bacjgem ddoe

Gave-3sg the   teacher book  to-the  boy     yesterday

“The teacher gave a book to the boy yesterday”

(Bailyn, 2001)
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Step 1 – Parse the English translation

Ex:  “The teacher gave a book to the boy yesterday.”

  S 
     3 
 NP1        VP 
         2           gi 
     DT       NN       VBD      NP2            PP     NP4 

       g          g          g      2      2             g 
    The     teacher   gave  DT      NN IN        NP3    NN 
               g      g      g      2    g 
        a book  to   DT      NN   yesterday 
           g       g 
         the     boy 
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• Align the translation with the target:

Rhoddodd  yr  athro   lyfr  I’r    bachgen ddoe

gave-3sg  the teacher book  to-the boy     yesterday

“The teacher gave a book to the boy yesterday”

Step 2: Word alignment
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• Align the translation with the target:

Rhoddodd  yr  athro   lyfr  I’r    bachgen ddoe
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Step 2: Word alignment
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• Align the translation with the target:

Rhoddodd  yr  athro   lyfr  I’r    bachgen ddoe

gave-3sg  the teacher book to-the boy yesterday

“The teacher gave a book to the boy yesterday”

Step 2: Word alignment
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Statistical word aligner

• GIZA++ package (Och and Ney, 2000)

• Parallel corpus formed by the gloss lines and 

translation lines of all the IGT examples in 

ODIN.

• Combining the heuristic aligner with a 

statistical aligner yields a decent improvement. 



Step 3 – Project phrase structure

• Copy the English tree and remove all the 

unaligned English words

• Replace English words with corresponding 

target words

• Starting from the root, reorder children of each 
node.

• Attach unaligned target words
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Start with English tree

“The teacher gave a book to the boy yesterday”

  S 
     3 
 NP1        VP 
         2           gi 
     DT       NN       VBD      NP2            PP     NP4 

       g          g          g      2      2             g 
    The     teacher   gave  DT      NN IN        NP3    NN 
               g      g      g      2    g 
        a book  to   DT      NN   yesterday 
           g       g 
         the     boy 
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Replace English words with target words

 

  S 
     3 
 NP1        VP 
         2           gi 
     DT       NN       VBD      NP2            PP     NP4 

       g         g          g           g            2             g 
      yr    athro rhoddodd     NN        IN        NP3    NN 
                   g           g       2    g 
         lyfr         i’r   DT      NN   ddoe 
            g       g        
         i’r  bachogen 

     (to-the) 
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Reordering children



Reordering the tree



After removing VP



Reordering VBD and NP



Removing NP



Merging IN and DT



Before “reordering”

2        3        1        4      5     5       6       7



After reordering

1      2    3   4   5      6      7 



Summary of the projection algorithm

  S 
     3 
 NP1        VP 
         2           gi 
     DT       NN       VBD      NP2            PP     NP4 

       g          g          g      2      2             g 
    The     teacher   gave  DT      NN IN        NP3    NN 
               g      g      g      2    g 
        a book  to   DT      NN   yesterday 
           g       g 
         the     boy 

   S 
    9 

  VBD   NP          NP         PP     NP 
     g  gy          g        2       g 
        rhoddodd  DT  NN  NN  IN+DT  NN    NN 
       g        g      g    g      g       g 
             yr  athro  lyfr  i’r     bachogen   ddoe 
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Dependency Structure Projection

53

• We also build and project dependency structures:



The Yaqui example 

Inepo  kow-ta             bwuise-k     into    mis-ta

1SG   pig-NNOM.SG   grasp-PST  and  cat-NNOM.SG 

I caught the pig and the cat

(Martinez Fabian, 2006)



Examples of crossing dependencies



Examples of crossing dependencies



Projection experiments

• Test on a small set of IGT examples for seven languages:

– SVO: German (GER) and Hausa (HUA)

– SOV: Korean (KKN) and Yaqui (YAQ)

– VSO: Irish (GLI) and Welsh (WLS)

– VOS: Malagasy (MEX)

• Human annotators checked system output and corrected

• - English DS

• - Word alignment

• - Target DS



Projection results

Oracle results:

Potential improvement: 81.45   90.64



Remaining errors

• Oracle result: 90.64 

• Manually checked 43 errors in German data:

– 26 (60.5%) due to translation divergence (e.g., 
head switching)

– 8 (18.6%) due to mistakes of the projection 
heuristics

– 9 (20.9%) due to non-exact translation



Using gloss lines help

• German training data: 1757 IGT examples

• All IGT training data: 28,902 IGT examples

• Statistical word aligner trained on

– (target, translation) pairs of German data:     85.6%

– (gloss, translation) pairs of German data:        90.2%

– (gloss, translation) pairs of all IGT data:          92.5%



Bootstrapping NLP tools 

• From the enriched IGT, we can extract 
– grammars

– transfer rules

– translation lexicon

– …

• Different ways of using the information
– Using the noisy data to bias the initial setting for EM training

– Ex:  the emission and transition probabilities  in HMM.

– Obtaining the prototypes from the project data for Prototype 
learning (Haghighi and Klein, 2006): 

– Ex:  “DT+N” is a prototype of NP.

– …
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Potential Problems

• IGT Bias 
– Sentences are not random samples from naturally occurring text

– Biased for particular constructions 

• English Bias 

– English being the source of projected PS structures, CFGs extracted 

from PS’s may suffer from English-centrism

– Translation divergence

• Errors in  English PS, word alignment, etc. 
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Using ODIN

• Bootstrapping  NLP  tools

• Answering typological  questions

• Linguistic search
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Answering typological questions

(Lewis and Xia, IJCNLP-2008)

• Examples:

– The word order: SOV, SVO, OSV, …

– Order of other constituents:  e.g., DT-N, Adj-N

– Does the language have a definite determiner?

– Does the language have an indefinite determiner?

• Evaluation against the World Atlas of 

Language Structures (WALS) (Haspelmath et 

al 2005)
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Typological Parameters
• From WALS (Haspelmath et al 2005)
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Typological Parameters
• From WALS (Haspelmath et al 2005)
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Typological Parameters
• From WALS (Haspelmath et al 2005)

The possible values for  the Word Order parameter: 

SVO, SOV, VSO, VOS, OSV, OVS, no dominant 

order

For some typological parameter …
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Typological Parameters
• From WALS (Haspelmath et al 2005)

• The possible values for the DT-NN parameter:  

DT-NN, NN-DT, N/A

For some typological parameter …
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Determining Value for 

a Typological Parameter

• Requires looking across sample of annotated
data for language

• Extracting CFGs from enriched IGT data:
• Reading context-free rules from projected structures

• Counting frequencies of the rules
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Reading off context-free rules 

from projected trees
   S 
      9 
           VBZ     NP     SBAR 
   g g  gp 
      mihevitra  NNP     IN                S 

                   (think)      g  |     qg 
                                Rabe       fa    VP             NP 

                  3        | 
        VBG+IN            NP       NNP 
    g      2        g 
         mitady     DT        NN     Rasoa 

      (look-for)  |   | 

              ny        zaza 

            (the)      (child) 

S -> VBZ NP SBAR

NP -> NNP

SBAR -> IN S

S -> VP NP

VP -> VBG+IN  NP

NP -> DT NN

VBZ -> mihevitra

NNP -> Rabe 

VBG+IN -> mitady

IN -> fa

DT -> ny

NN -> zaza

NNP -> RasoaMalagasy:  Polinksy & Potsdam 2005
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Counting the rules

S -> VP NP

VP -> VBD NP

VBD -> nanomboka

VBD -> nividy

NP -> DT NN

NP -> NNP

IN -> fa

DT -> ny

NN -> zaza

NNP -> Rabe

NNP -> Rasoa

NN -> boky

NN -> fantsika

S -> VP NP

S’ -> IN S

VBZ -> mihevitra

VP -> VBG+IN NP

VBG+IN -> mitady

NP -> DT NN

NP -> NNP

IN -> fa

DT -> ny

NN -> zaza

NNP -> Rabe

NNP -> Rasoa

NN -> boky

S -> VBZ NP SBAR

S -> VP NP

S’ -> IN S

VBZ -> mihevitra

VP -> VBG+IN NP

VBG+IN -> mitady

NP -> DT NN

NP -> NNP

IN -> fa

DT -> ny

NN -> zaza

NNP -> Rabe

NNP -> Rasoa

S -> VP (122)

NP -> NN     (82) 

NP -> DT NN  (82) 

S -> VP NP  (76)

NP -> NNP  (73) 

PP -> NP   (54) 

S' -> S     (43) 

VP -> NP     (38) 

VP -> VB NP (27) 

NP -> NNS    (25)

WHNP -> WP  (25) 

NP -> PRP   (23) 

NP -> DT NNS (17) 

VP -> VBD NP (15)

…

…
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Determining Value for the 

Determiner-Noun Parameter

• For DT-NN, need 

NP rules

S -> VP (122)

NP -> NN     (82) 

NP -> DT NN  (82) 

S -> VP NP   (76)

NP -> NNP    (73) 

PP -> NP     (54) 

S' -> S      (43) 

VP -> NP     (38) 

VP -> VB NP  (27) 

NP -> NNS    (25)

WHNP -> WP   (25) 

NP -> PRP    (23) 

NP -> DT NNS (17) 

VP -> VBD NP (15)

…

DT-NN language
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Determining Value for the Word 

Order Parameter

• Need to know the 
order between V 
and subject / object

• Problem:  Functions 
of NPs are unclear

• Idea:  functionally 
tag English, and 
project the tags

S -> VP (122)

NP -> NN     (82) 

NP -> DT NN  (82) 

S -> VP NP   (76)

NP -> NNP    (73) 

PP -> NP     (54) 

S' -> S      (43) 

VP -> NP     (38) 

VP -> VB NP  (27) 

NP -> NNS    (25)

WHNP -> WP   (25) 

NP -> PRP    (23) 

NP -> DT NNS (17) 

VP -> VBD NP (15)

…

xxS?

VOS?
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Additional Annotations

• NP-SUBJ, NP-OBJ – mark subjects and objects

• PP-XOBJ, NP-XOBJ – mark oblique objects

• NP-Poss – Possessive NP

• DT1-4 – Marks various kinds of determiners 

(definite, indefinite, deictic, all others)

• Many other annotations possible (e.g., semantic 

roles, construction specific tags, etc.)
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Determining Value for the Word 

Order Parameter

• CFG with 

functional tags 

projected

S -> VP      (122)

S -> VP NP-SBJ   (64)

NP-SBJ -> NNP   (54)

S' -> S      (43)

PP-XOBJ -> NP   (38)

NP-SBJ -> DT NN   (38)

NP-OBJ -> NN   (37)

NP -> NN   (36)

VP -> NP-OBJ   (34)

VP -> VB NP-OBJ   (25)

WHNP -> WP   (25)

NP-OBJ -> DT NN   (24)

NP -> DT NN   (19)

…

xxS

VOS!
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Experiments 1

• For 10 languages

– Determine values for 13 parameters

– The gold standard comes from WALS (11) and  

other sources (2)

• CFGs built 

– without  functional tags (only bare phrases & 

POS)

– with functional tags (e.g., NP-SUBJ, etc.)
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Results
Parameter CFG CFG+func

WOrder 80% 90%

VP-OBJ 50% 60%

DT-NN 80% 80%

Dem-NN 80% 90%

JJ-NN 100% 100%

PRP$-NN 80% 80%

Poss-NN 60% 70%

P-NP 90% 90%

number 70% 70%

case 80% 80%

T/A 80% 80%

Def 100% 100%

Indef 90% 90%

Mean 80% 83%
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Experiment 2

• Project Structures for 97 languages

• Determine value of  the word order parameter 

for each language (e.g., SVO, SOV, etc.)

– How much data is required for accurate answers?

– What’s the relationship between the number of 

IGT examples and the probability of a correct 

answer?
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Results

• Accuracy:  For 69 of the 97 languages, WOrder was 

accurately determined

• Confusion matrix:

SVO SOV VSO VOS

SVO 32 8 0 9

SOV 2 33 0 6

VSO 2 2 3 4

VOS 0 0 0 1

System guess

Truth
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Results

• Accuracy improved as # of IGT instances increased

# IGT Avg. Accuracy

100+ 100%

40-99 99%

10-39 79%

5-9 65%

3-4 44%

1-2 14%
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Error analysis

• Insufficient Data  

– Ex:  most VSO languages (more than 50%) had less than 10 
instances. 

• Skewed or Inaccurate Data

– Ex: Cantonese strongly SVO and had over 73 instances in ODIN.  
Problem, one source had large number of skewed SOV instances.

• Projection Errors 

– A combination of  errors in English parse tree, word alignment, and 
projection  

• Free Constituent Order:

– Free word order is more difficult to assign a value to than fixed word 
order.
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What the Results Show

• We can fairly accurately discern values for several 

typological parameters

– English bias of projections has minimal effects (on 

these parameters)

• Larger samples overcome the effects of the IGT bias

• We can do this across many languages automatically
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Using ODIN

• Bootstrapping  NLP  tools

• Answering typological  questions

• Linguistic search
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Linguistic search 

(Lewis 2006)

• We currently allow four search types:

– by language name and code

– by language family

– by concept/gram

– by linguistic constructions (e.g., ergative, passive)
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Search by Language Name/Code
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Instances from a Name Search
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Search by Family & Gram
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Construction Query

• Question:

– Can we search cross-linguistically for 

constructions based on syntactic or 

morphosyntactic cues?

• Assumptions:

– There are universal constructions and

– There are syntactic or morphosyntactic reflexes of 

these constructions.
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Construction Query

• Given annotated and parsed English data, we 
can search for constructions like:

– Passives

– Relative clauses

– Raising constructions

– It-cleft  (English “It’s the xx that…”)

• The target line in IGT might contain similar 
constructions as the translation line.
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ODIN Construction Query
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Langs w/ passive examples (maybe)
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Passive examples (maybe)
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Future queries
• Search English structures and annotations, and their alignments within 

target language data:

– E.g., Search for relative clauses where the target line does not use a 

relative pronoun.

• Search enriched target language data directly, for:

– Constituency

– Values for typological parameters (specifically structural)

– Constructions

• Allow search over both sides:

– Ex: Find examples where the target line uses imperfective aspect and is 
in active voice, whereas the English translation uses passive voice
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Conclusion

• IGT is a common data type used by linguists. 

• We created ODIN, a database of IGT examples by

– crawling the Web for linguistic documents, and then

– applying ML methods for IGT detection and language 
ID

• The enriched IGT is useful for 

– bootstrapping  NLP tools

– answering typological questions

– linguistic search
95



Future directions

• Expand ODIN database

• Improve the language ID performance

• Improve structural projection accuracy

• Bootstrap POS taggers and parsers
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